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Try translating a complex sentence into a foreign language and translating it back... <Actually I'll use the
sentence over there XD hope you think it's funny =3
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1 - TRANSLATOR FUN!!!

Actually, I've got an even funnier idea -

My name is yumyum, i love flash animation, drawing, comics and surfing the web. My brother's name is
Yuckyuck, he loves nature, voilence, explosions and video games (Especially destroy all humans 2)

Now I'll translate that sentence and back. OMG ROFL:

Here are the results...

SPANISH: My name is yumyum, I master the sparkle animation, the drawing, the tebeos and to practice
surf the fabric. The name of my brother is Yuckyuck, he loves the nature, voilence, explosions and
games of the video (it specially destroys all human beings 2)

FRENCH: My name is yumyum, I like instantaneous animation, the diagram, the comic strips and surfer
the sequence. The name of my brother is Yuckyuck, it likes nature, the voilence, the explosions and the
video games (destroy all human the 2 particularly)

ITALIAN: My name is yumyum, I loves the instantaneous animation, the illustration, comics and the
surfing the fotoricettore. Name of my brother is Yuckyuck, loves the nature, the voilence, the outbreaks
and the games of the video (destroys to particularly all human beings 2)

DUTCH: My name is yumyum, loves I flashes co-ordination, drawing, comics and surfing the web. The
name of my brother is Yuckyuck, loves he nature, voilence, explosions and video games (destroy
especially all people 2)

GREEK: My name is yumyum, loves the liveliness, the drawing, the comics and serf shine of Web. The
name of my brother is Yuckyuck, loves the nature, voilence, the explosions and the television games
(specifically destroys all the persons 2)

GERMAN: My name is yumyum, I loves sharp animation, design, Comics and the Surfen of the net.
Name of my brother is Yuckyuck, loves it nature, voilence, explosions and screen plays (you particularly
destroy all humans 2)

PORTUGUESE: My name is yumyum, me loves animation flash, the drawing, comics and surfing the
fotorreceptora leather strap. The name of my brother is Yuckyuck, loves the nature, voilence, the
explosions and the games of the video (it destroys all special human beings 2)

JAPANESE: My name yumyum, me life and the sketch which is not the coming out eye which is loved, is
the surf to do comic and the net. Name of my sibling is Yuckyuck, he character, loves voilence,
explosion and the video game, (2) destroy especially human everyone



CHINESE (SIMPLIFIED): My name is yumyum, I love the flash animation, the drawing, the cartoon and
the surfing network. My brothers' name is Yuckyuck, he loves the nature, voilence, the detonation and
the computer game (specially is destruction all people 2)

CHINESE (TRADITIONAL): My name is yumyum, I love a ? that animation, the drawing, the cartoon and
the surfing network. My brothers' name is Yuckyuck, he loves the nature, voilence, the detonation and
the video game (specially is destruction all people 2)

RUSSIAN: My name will be yumyum, 4 loves sudden it odushevlennost, drawing, comics and surfing
rod. The name of my brother will be Yuckyuck, it loves nature, voilence, explosions and the game of the
videoyego (specially destroy all people 2)

KOREAN: My name the yumyum, or the low-speed one animation life which it loves, the picture, cartoon
and web wave indolence is description below. My sibling name is the Yuckyuck, he loves character, the
voilence, an explosion and a video game, (to be special, all human beings 2) destroy

OMFG ROFL XD tell me which one you thought was the funniest
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